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Quantum entanglement is the basic resource for most quantum information
schemes. A fundamental problem of using photonic states as carriers of quan-
tum information is that they interact weakly with matter and that the interac-
tion volume is typically limited by the wavelength of light. The use of metallic
structures in quantum plasmonics has the potential to alleviate these problems.
Here, we present the first results showing that a single subwavelength plas-
monic nanoaperture can controllably modify the quantum state of light. In
particular, we experimentally demonstrate that two-photon entanglement can
be either completely preserved or completely lost after the interaction with
the nanoaperture solely depending on the relative phase between the quan-
tum states. We achieve this effect by using a specially engineered two photon
state to match the properties of the nanoaperture. The effect is fundamen-
tally mediated by quantum interference which occurs at scales smaller than
the wavelength of light. This connection between nano-photonics and quan-
tum optics not only demonstrates an unprecedented control over light-matter
interaction in the quantum limit, but also probes the fundamental limits of the
phenomenon of quantum interference.
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Introduction The progress in quantum information theory and the advances in the manipula-
tion and control of quantum systems promise the advent of an era where quantum technologies
will significantly change the fields of communication, computation and sensors. Even though
some of these new technologies have already been successfully implemented, such as quantum
key distribution (1, 2) and quantum clocks (3), to fully develop the potential of these technolo-
gies we need to find new compact, reliable and robust quantum systems. In particular, we need
to be able to control and process the elusive and delicate features of quantum entangled states,
which are at the core of quantum technologies.
Light has become one essential ingredient in many of the quantum systems which may hold
the key to the blossoming of these technologies. Quantum states of light are used as carriers
of quantum information (4), but classical fields are also used to control the quantum proper-
ties of atomic species (5). This is due to the maturity of the sources of light (both classical
and quantum) and a broad range of possibilities to control the features of light fields such as
polarization, pulse duration, spatial modes, etc. Indeed, quantum states of light have been har-
nessed to demonstrate most of the building blocks needed for quantum information processing
and more recently have been used in compact integrated waveguide arrays to perform simple
quantum simulation tasks (6–8).
Most of the achievements in quantum photonics are hindered by the same limitations as the
classical processing of light: weak interactions with matter, which impede efficient nonlinear
processes, and large devices with dimensions many times the wavelength of light. Plasmonic
devices may hold the key to overcome these hurdles due to strong interaction with light, small
volumes of interaction, and the possibility to engineer and fabricate suitable nanostructures
to address particular tasks. Classical control of the plasmonic modes of nanostructures has
already been achieved by the use of modulation of ultrashort pulses (9), spatial control of the
incident modes of light (10), and the use of different angular momentum modes (11). These
achievements have allowed the processing of the classical properties of light at the nanoscale,
the development of novel biosensors, and the enhancement of nonlinear processes for molecular
characterization (See (12) for a Review on the subject).
In the context of quantum optics, plasmonic waveguides have shown that they can inter-
act strongly with single-photon emitters and transport single photons (13). This property has
already been used to implement plasmonic Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometers by combining
waveguides of several micrometers length to form plasmonic beam-splitters (14). In this way
it has been shown that quantum correlations of propagating photons can survive the interaction
with plasmonic structures. A similar effect was observed in large arrays of nanoapertures (15)
where the phenomenon of extraordinary optical transmission was exploited (16). More recently,
there have been a series of efforts in directly observing the quantum properties of the electronic
coherent oscillations associated with plasmon resonances (17). While quantum correlations
and quantum entanglement have been observed to survive in structures with an overall size
larger than the wavelength of light, the observation of the quantum properties of small metallic
structures is paving the way to address the fundamental question whether photonic quantum
entanglement can be processed or even survive the interaction with a single subwavelength
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structure.
Here we present experimental evidence that symmetry protected quantum entangled pho-
tonic states can interact with single nanostructures without being affected. We also demonstrate
that these nanostructures can very differently affect quantum entangled states which are only
distinguished by their quantum phases. This effect, only explained through a novel quantum
interference of the photonic states occurring at a subwavelength scale, constitutes a promising
approach for the control of quantum states using nano-photonics.
Nanoapertures as quantum photonic processors In this work we have focused our efforts
on studying a very simple nanostructure consisting of an isolated circular aperture. This kind
of structure is very versatile and has been used for nano-trapping experiments (18), classical
sensing of molecules (19) and is essential in near field optical microscopy experiments (20).
Our choice of the nanostructure was motivated by its high symmetry and the fact that it is well-
studied. Even though there is no analytical solution of the Maxwell equations for this structure,
many interesting properties have been found both theoretically and experimentally. In particu-
lar, nanoapertures mix the polarization components of an incident classical field, an effect that
can be described as spin-orbit coupling (21). This mechanism was partially responsible for the
loss of entanglement that photons experience when focused to a single nanostructure in an ar-
ray (15). One way of explaining this phenomenon is in terms of symmetries: The spin-orbit
coupling results from the mixing of the helicities of the field while total angular momentum is
conserved. This helicity mixing naturally occurs in non-dual structures, while the circular sym-
metry of the structure will impose the conservation of total angular momentum. A light field of
well defined helicity can be decomposed in a series of plane waves having all the same circular
polarization and can then take on only two values. As a consequence, a circular nanoaperture
can simply be described as a beam-splitter where the modes are mixed in polarization – the two
helicities – instead of being mixed into two different propagation directions (see Fig. 1).
Then, for a single photon aˆ†m,Λ with total angular momentumm and helicity Λ, the nanoaper-
ture transforms the state in the following way:
aˆ†m,Λ −→ αm,Λbˆ†m,Λ + βm,Λbˆ†m,−Λ . (1)
The probability for the helicity flip depends on the relative strengths of α and β, when passing
through the nanoaperture. Note that the total angular momentum is conserved, since the aper-
ture is cylindrically symmetric. Modes with the same total angular momentum and different
helicities have distinct spatial mode structures, something that can be understood in the paraxial
regime as a change in the orbital angular momentum. The amplitudes α and β can be normalized
if we only consider the light transmitted through the nanoaperture, as there will be significant
losses due to light reflected from the metallic film, coupling to surface and localized plasmon
modes and losses in the metal. For all these reasons the phases of the transmitted amplitudes are
not locked as in the unitary beam-splitter. Nevertheless, the mirror symmetry of the structure
imposes an important restriction on the amplitudes: αm,Λ = α−m,−Λ and βm,Λ = β−m,−Λ. In
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Figure 1: (A) Schematic of the input and output modes of a standard beam splitter, used for
a Hong-Ou-Mandel type interference experiment. (B) In comparison a nanoaperture with two
input and two output polarization modes.
particular, the subspace of modes with m = 0 will transform onto itself:
aˆ†0,+ −→ αbˆ†0,+ + βbˆ†0,−
aˆ†0,− −→ αbˆ†0,− + βbˆ†0,+ , (2)
where the sub-indices in the amplitudes have been omitted for simplicity. Considering two
photons, there are three linearly independent basis states possible within this subspace:
|Ψ0〉 = aˆ†0,+aˆ†0,− |0〉
|Ψ+〉 = 1
2
(
aˆ†0,+aˆ
†
0,+ + aˆ
†
0,−aˆ
†
0,−
)
|0〉
|Ψ−〉 = 1
2
(
aˆ†0,+aˆ
†
0,+ − aˆ†0,−aˆ†0,−
)
|0〉 . (3)
Note that the states |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉 are two photon entangled NOON states, which describe
two-mode superpositions of N photons, where all the photons are in one of the two modes. Po-
larization two photon NOON states have already been used to beat the standard quantum limit
of sensitivity in atomic spin species (22). In this work, we show that further using the sym-
metries of these states, one can control their interaction with nanostructures in highly focused
systems.
The states |Ψ0〉 and |Ψ+〉 are mirror symmetric relative to any mirror plane containing the
beam axis, while |Ψ−〉 is the only mirror antisymmetric state within the whole subspace spanned
by the three basis states. Owing to the symmetry of |Ψ−〉, the state is protected in this system.
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Even when both photons are transmitted through a circular aperture whose size is smaller than
the wavelength, they should remain in this entangled state. This is clearly seen when applying
the transformation (2) to the states |Ψ−〉 and |Ψ+〉:
|Ψ−〉 −→ 1
2
(
α2 − β2) (bˆ†0,+bˆ†0,+ − bˆ†0,−bˆ†0,−) |0〉
|Ψ+〉 −→ 1
2
(
α2 + β2
) (
bˆ†0,+bˆ
†
0,+ + bˆ
†
0,−bˆ
†
0,−
)
|0〉+ 2αβbˆ†0,+bˆ†0,− |0〉 (4)
Most notably, while the only difference between the two input states resides in the phase be-
tween the two quantum states contributing to the entanglement, the difference after the subwave-
length aperture is dramatic: one state survives structurally unaffected, while |Ψ+〉 is mixed with
|Ψ0〉.
Experimental realization In order to study the two-photon state with and without the inter-
action with the nanoaperture we design an experimental set-up as depicted in Fig. 2. The two-
photon generation is performed through spontaneous parametric down conversion in a collinear
configuration (see supplementary material). The maximum Hong-Ou-Mandel interference vis-
ibility, attesting the two-photon indistinguishability, was found to be V = 90 % and is limited
in our experiment by the frequency spectrum of the photons. The temporal overlap of the two
generated photons was precisely controlled using a birefringent delay. A critical step in order
to access the symmetry protected subspace for interaction with the nanoaperture is to transform
the modes of the photons to those with total angular momentum zero. This step is achieved with
a ‘q-plate’ (23, 24) with q = 1/2 which transforms our photons to the required modes. A half-
wave plate placed before the q-plate allows us to select either the |Ψ+〉 or the |Ψ−〉 state (see
supplementary material). The prepared two-photon state is then strongly focused with a mi-
croscope objective of numerical aperture NA= 0.85 and subsequently collected with a second
microscope objective with NA= 1.4 to be finally analyzed.
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Figure 2: (A) Schematic of the experimental setup for transmission of protected quantum states
through the nanoaperture. Starting from the left, the beam of orthogonally polarized photons
passes through a birefringent delay line, a half-wave plate and a q-plate, which completes the
state preparation. The beam is then focused onto the aperture (750 nm diameter, inset (B) shows
a scanning electron microscope image of the nanoaperture iwth a scale bar of length 500 nm)
and re-collimated afterwards. After the transmission through the nanoaperture, a second q-plate
reverses the transformation of the first one, removing the additional entanglement in orbital
angular momentum. After that a 50:50 beam-splitter probabilistically separates the two photons
and a set of waveplates and linear polarizers allows for correlation measurements in arbitrary
polarization bases. Inset (C) shows a variation of the setup, where the quantum interference
signature is measured directly. A quarter-wave plate and a polarizing beam-splitter project the
output state onto the circularly polarized basis. Free-space avalanche photo detectors are used
in both detection schemes.
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Figure 3: Reconstructed density matrices of the incident |Ψ−〉 (A) and the |Ψ+〉 (B) states before
the interaction with the nanoaperture. The basis is given in terms of helicity. As expected from
Equ. 3, both |Ψ−〉 and |Ψ+〉 are a superposition of two-photon states with equal helicity. The
only difference lies in the sign of the coherence as seen from the + + / − − matrix element.
Labels + and − in the axis, indicate the helicity state of the photons.
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no interaction interaction with aperture
|Ψ−〉 |Ψ+〉 |Ψ−〉 |Ψ+〉
concurrence 0.253± 0.009 0.233± 0.009 0.220± 0.048 0.020± 0.019
negativity 0.253± 0.009 0.230± 0.009 0.201± 0.044 0.017± 0.016
fidelity to |−−〉 ± |++〉 0.624± 0.004 0.603± 0.005 0.515± 0.024 0.270± 0.020
Table 1: Comparison of entanglement related quantities between minus and plus states before
and after the interaction with the nanoaperture. The concurrence is an entanglement measure
related to the entanglement of formation, where a value of zero indicates a completely mixed
state and a value of one is given for a maximally entangled state. The same is true for the
negativity, which is a measure for the entanglement that can be distilled from a given state. The
fidelity gives the overlap to an ideal Bell state.
In Fig. 3 we present a tomographic reconstruction of the states in the absence of a nanoaper-
ture in the system. As shown in Fig. 2, in order to tomographically analyze the photons we first
transform them back to Gaussian modes with a q-plate reversing the effect of the initial one. In
this way, the rest of the tomographical analysis is a simple polarization analysis as ideally the
spatial modes of the photons are now identical. The reconstructed density matrices show a fi-
delity to the |Ψ+〉 and the |Ψ−〉 of more than 60%, limited by a weak incoherent contribution of
the aˆ†+aˆ
†
− |0〉modes. This loss of visibility is mainly due to the fact that we use bucket detectors
to collect the photons, instead of projecting onto single mode fibers. The second q-plate, while
providing the proper azimuthal transformation, does not readily project onto the proper radial
state, which together with slight misalignments and imperfections of the two q-plates, results in
the creation of higher-order transverse modes.
Once the two photons are allowed to interact with the nanoaperture, we perform another to-
mographic reconstruction of the states, as presented in Fig. 4. Now, the difference between the
|Ψ−〉 and |Ψ+〉 states transformed through their interaction with the nanoaperture is remarkable.
Where the minus state remains very similar to the state before the interaction (cf. Fig. 3 (A)),
with only slightly increased contributions from mixed polarization channels, the plus state (cf.
Fig. 3 (B)) has changed dramatically. Its coherence between the |−−〉 and |++〉 contributions
has completely vanished, while mixed terms are as strong as the pure |−−〉 and |++〉 contri-
butions. Interestingly, some coherence between the |−+〉 and |+−〉 terms has emerged. This
coherence is consistent with a mixing with the |Ψ0〉 state, rather than misalignments, while the
extra noise in all polarization channels is mainly due to the decreased signal to noise ratio after
the interaction.
In table 1 we present a summary of relevant quantities which quantify the extent of the
interactions with the nanoaperture. We use two measures of entanglement: the concurrence
(25,26), related to the entanglement of formation, and the negativity, which is a measure for the
entanglement that can be distilled from a given state (26). In both cases, a value of zero indicates
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Figure 4: Reconstructed density matrices of the |Ψ−〉 (A) and |Ψ+〉 (B) states after interaction
with the nanoaperture. In comparison to Fig. 3, the |Ψ−〉 state is nearly unchanged, whereas
|Ψ+〉 was dramatically altered by the interaction with the nanohole. The appearance of terms
with mixed helicity for the |Ψ+〉 state is predicted by Equ. 3.
a completely mixed state and a value of one is given for a maximally entangled state. We find
that both concurrence and negativity of the initial states indicate the presence of entanglement
for both minus and plus states. However, although both states initially show the same degree
of entanglement after the interaction only the minus state maintains its degree of entanglement,
whereas the plus state’s entanglement has virtually vanished. A very similar picture is given
by the fidelity, which measures the state overlap with an ideal bell state. The fidelity is mostly
preserved by the minus state through the interaction, whereas the fidelity of the plus state is
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greatly reduced, as is also obvious from directly comparing the density matrices in Fig. 3 (B)
and Fig. 4 (B).
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Figure 5: Normalised coincidence count rates for plus (blue) and minus (purple) states as a func-
tion of the time delay between the two photons. (A) Without going through the nanoaperture
and (B) after transmission through the nanoaperture. Each coincidence rate has been measured
ten times and the error bars span one standard deviation of the resulting distribution.
Quantum interference in nanostructures The trademark of this dramatic difference be-
tween the transformation of the plus and minus states can be observed by replacing the to-
mographic reconstruction with simply projecting onto the circularly polarized states followed
with Hong-Ou-Mandel type interference visibility measurements (see inset of Fig. 2). In Fig.
5 (A) the effect of the delay between the two photons on the preparation of the states can be
observed. At non-zero delay, the distinguishability of the photons prohibits the creation of the
|Ψ−〉 and |Ψ+〉 states and raises the detection of coincidence events in the projected right and
left circularly polarized channels (see Supplementary Material for a description of this effect).
Only when the photons overlap in time (zero delay), either the plus or minus states are prepared
and thus the coincidence in the cross polarized channels reach a minimum. When the photons
do not interact with the nanoaperture, both states are conserved and consequently achieve the
same visibility. On the other hand, the interaction with the nanoaperture distinguishes between
these two entangled states and while the |Ψ−〉 state retains a high visibility, the mirror symmet-
ric state (|Ψ+〉) completely loses its visibility, an effect which is consistent with a mixture with
the other mirror symmetric state (|Ψ0〉).
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The observation of the normalized coincidence rates at zero delay for the plus and minus
states thus provides a straightforward way of characterizing the behavior of the states under the
interaction with the nanoaperture, and allows us to quickly and reliably analyze the interaction
of these engineered states with a number of nanostuctures on one sample. For example, we com-
pared nanoapertures with identical nominal size, proving that the stark difference between the
plus and minus states is robust to the variations in the fabrication process of the nanostructures,
as shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Quantum interference visibilities for a number of different apertures with nominally
the same diameter. The coincidence rates have been measured at zero time delay. Each coin-
cidence rate has been measured ten times and the error bars span one standard deviation of the
resulting distribution.
Discussion In this manuscript we have presented for the first time how engineered two-photon
states can be processed through a single structure whose size is smaller than the wavelength of
light. We have demonstrated that despite the extreme changes the electromagnetic modes un-
dergo through strong focusing and the interaction with the nanostructure, by exploiting the
symmetries of the nanostructure it is possible to engineer entangled states which are protected
against decoherence and unwanted transformations. We have also demonstrated that this in-
teraction strongly depends on the quantum phase between the entangled modes in such a way
that a pi phase shift between the relative amplitudes of the states can be distinguished through
the interaction with the nanostructures. From a fundamental point of view this is a result of
the important impact this quantum phase has on the symmetry of the two photon state. Such
a difference survives in the subwavelength regime and can be used to control the state using
nanostructures.
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This work also opens a promising approach to study the intricate interplay between plas-
monic and quantum optics. Indeed, the behavior of the |Ψ+〉 state and its deterioration through
the interaction is rather puzzling. Looking at the density matrix of Fig. 4 (B), we observe that
coherence emerges for the |−+〉 term but not between the original state and the |+−〉 terms,
nor does any coherence remain for the initial state, which is not directly obvious from equation
3. One possible explanation of this phenomenon would be coupling to the localized or surface
plasmon modes, which due to the monogamy property of entanglement (27) would give rise to
decoherence between the |Ψ0〉 and |Ψ+〉 states.
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